
Carsten Höller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carsten HöllerCarsten Höller was born in 1961 Belgium, to German parents. Doctorate in entomology 1988 began working prodominetly as an artist in the mid 90’s works in sweden.-look out how being a scientist manifest itself in his art.-how he puts himself in dialogue with other artists. 



Solandra Greenhouse , 2004, solandra vines, greenhouse, strobe lights, 10X30x18 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solandra maxima vine, a plant that exudes pheromones capable of inducing amorous feelings.Coupled with strobe lighting intended recapitulate the physical effects of falling in love.Borrowing of science is clear. The way that this work differs from how we normally interpret an object. 



Rirkrit Tiravanija, Untitled (free), 1991, hot plates and other cooking equipment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story of pieceViewers went from being passive viewers to active participants



Pill Clock, 2011, empty pill capsules, mechanical components  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Realtion aesthetics, french critic Nicolaus baurriaud, pierre hugye, marrizio cattelan, rirkrit tirivanja. The artwork creates a social environment in which people come together to participate in a shared activity. "the role of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually be ways of living and models of action within the existing real, whatever scale chosen by the artist."[15]In Relational art, the audience is envisaged as a community. Rather than the artwork being an encounter between a viewer and an object, relational art produces intersubjective encounters. Through these encounters, meaning is elaborated collectively, rather than in the space of individual consumption.[16] 



Felix Gonzales-Torres, Untitled (placebo), 1991, infinite supply of silver wrapped candies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DescribeMakes you think about sweet things, If you go to moma



Test Site, 2006, fabricated installation, Turbine Hall, Tate Modern, London  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CH I see one function of the museum as being a space for experimentation and for testing ideas and concepts that could eventually be realized on a larger scale outside the museum.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide as a useful an effiecient way to get arround



Untitled (slide), 2011, new museum 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compares going down these slides to having a hallucination 



Pierre Huyghe, A Journey that Wasn’t, 2005, Antarctic expedition   





Installation view 3rd flood of the new musuem, new york, 2011 



Mirror Carousel, 2011, manufactured carousel, at the new museum, dimensions variable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actually goes very slowlyI like this piece because the people riding the carousel become part of the piece.



Singing Canaries Mobile, 2009, Powder coated steel construction, wood, PVC,  
Dimensions variable 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canaries in a mine shaft.People in cages. William pope talking abou



Upside Down goggles, 2011, manufactured goggles, dimensions variable. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creates an experience for the viewers.Test without dataI get sick to my stomac just thinking about it. 



Aquarium, 1996, manufactured fish tank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Viewers can observe fish from in the tankTake away messages:Artwork greatly benefits from pulling in study from other fields and Carsten hollers incorporation of experimentation, plants and animal into his art makes it strongerAnyfield art of science is a dialague, which involves two parts, carsten holler has done both, listening to other artists carefully then contributing your own nuances. Oh yeah and don’t forget to include dimensions







Carsten Holler 
Flying Machine 
2008  
"Reconstruction #3" 
Sudeley Castle 

Flying Machine, 1994 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CH All these works, including the slides, are exploratory sculptures. They offer the possibility of unique inner experiences that can be used for the exploration of the self.







Rhinoceros, 2005 
 
polyvinyl, polyurethane foam and polyester resin.  
glass eyes, horns 
120 x 80 x 50cm 



Hippopotamus 
2007 pink bi-resin, horn, blue glass eyes 
c. 90 x 55 x 30 cm 
edition 5 + 2 a.p. 
 



Giant Triple Mushrooms, 2010. Installation view, "Experience," New 
Museum. Photo © Benoit Pailley 





Giant Psycho Tank, 1999. Installation view, 
"Experience," New Museum. Photo © Benoit 
Pailley 

 

                            

                                           
                     

 
 

 
 

    
  

  
    

 

http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/449/carsten_hller_experience
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/449/carsten_hller_experience
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